
April Animation 300 4th April 2015

Dino stepped into the RO position after Lindsay got taken out by a car.

“Many thanks for your kind message. I'm relatively comfortable, - so long as the pain relief
cocktails keep working. I have a fractured pelvis, and a fractured vertebrae [……]  but the
frame (Steel Colnago Master) looks to be ok, so I was extremely lucky on that score, as it
would be irreplaceable.!!!”

Banyo library was abuzz with activity. As well as Dino, Connie Green was on hand (to
monitor Dino) and Vaughan turned up to get a few snaps. Six starters: AntR, ChrisE,
PeterJ, AlexM, GeorgeR, MarkR and some blow-in ChrisR just out for a ride up Mt Mee.

Members of the AA ride.

The signal for the start was given from above as the heavens opened and it started
dumping down. However it only lasted 10 minutes, just enough time to get soaked and to
then stop and put the rain jacket on.



Predictably, as soon as the ride started the arguments broke out about who was going to
get to write the ride report. “I want to do it”, “No – me, I want to do it”, etc. I finally
won out and I quickly explained how it was going to be.

Me – you know how they say “What happens on the ride, stays on the ride”?
Ant – hmmm
Me – well, I don’t do that. It’s all in.
Ant – oh-oh, you mean even the bit when I said “Gerry Egan is soft”?
Me – yes, especially that bit.

So I immediately start compiling the list of all the real and imagined misdemeanors and
slights of my fellow riders. It was a very long day and a very long list. Forewarned that I
was writing the report I started taking pictures. I could “write” a 20 page ride report,
without having to use many actual words. Reading is over-rated these days.

The peloton quickly settles into a lead group of five and Peter & George guarding the
rear.

Here the two Chris’s are powering up Mt Mee



At the top there is the Mt Mee seat. It would be great to stretch out and take in the
view…

... but the peloton is disappearing around the corner.



ChrisR leaves for a pre-arranged engagement; Alex forms a breakaway off the front,
while ChrisE stops at the top to engage the low gear before descending.

Up to now it’s been a normal ride (in the Audax sense of the word “normal”), but now
we are down to a group of three and are about to enter Le Ravin d’Enfer:



Yes I’m talking about the dreaded Neurum Road.

Strange things happen here. As soon as you enter it exerts some sort of mind altering
influence. I suspect alien, we can only examine the pictorial evidence. You will find
many familiar sights below, I’ll let you be the judge.

First we pass the Bad Boy farm with its mass of gleaming razor-wire



The ranch gate

The road sort of fades out here (some sort of alien thing to do with crossing dimensions):



The back of Mee looking forbidding:

The peloton with an unexplained object hovering above. This is clearly a UFO:



The strange locals come to check us out:

“Pedal harder, I hear banjos.”



We see lots of white horses – and they can spell!



Oh yes and we see lots of these things:

Ant somehow misses seeing this white horse



:

Probably because of the mental
influence this alien structure:

(This is even though Ant is
wearing tin-foil underneath the
Bedouin cap).



For all your “Diced Angus” needs:

Crossing a sliver of Lake Somerset.
And by the way WA: look we’ve got black swans too.



Kilcoy motocross. Never actually seen it in action.

The weird Bunya pine.



Nearing Kilcoy, Alex appears on his way back.

He gives us crucial directions

Alex – So return to the end, turn left, then right, up Peachester and straight down .
Ant – Right
Alex – Take a left at the T, a quick left, straight through the roundabout and a right into Old
Gympie.
Ant – Yep
Alex – Straight into the highway, left to Mooloola, coming back back on the hwy, don’t turn right
on the road you came on, but the one after, then left after the railroad, not before. Then it’s all
straightforward.
Ant– Gotcha



We dash back through Neurum death valley, trying to ignore the impossibly small (alien
shrunk?) windmills:

The obvious distortion of space-time:



You know that “they” communicate via microwaves don’t you?

We pass George & PJ looking strong. Then finally we are out and back to normal
Australian strangeness:

(And the government wants to out-source building the new subs?)



Quick Ant, give me your best race face – this is going into the ride report you know.

Come on Chris: your best pain face.



But Chris isn’t listening, he is staring straight ahead at this.

We do eventually make the Morayfield control, which due to circumstances beyond our
control turned out to be Morayfield Tavern.

“Come on, chase him, YA POOFTAH!!!” greeted our lycra-clad selves on reaching the
bar. “Welcome to our Pub” – barmaid. But it wasn’t the voice of Antony urging us on
(this time), it was just the locals watching the dogs on TV.

And just to show that Audax riding is not all Beer and Skittles. A certain degree of self-
reliance and ingenuity is also required. We didn’t have any skittles, so we had to invent a
new drinking game on the spot which involve speed puncture repairing.



(That look says: “This better not be in the ride report”)  Of course it took us a while to
refine the rules of the game, but three schooners later we are on our way.



Things get a little hazy after this as the hallucinations began.  I knew it was getting late
when I saw a group of white horses quietly lowing (can horses low?) about a lit up
billboard of John Travolta in Saturday Night Fever. Not only were we abducted (and
likely probed), but the aliens seemed to have teleported us back into the 70’s.

After arriving back at Banyo, we struggle with what date we should put on the finishing
time. Alex finished hours earlier, PJ & George rolling in not long after us. Six starters,
six finishers. Chapeaux tout le monde!

Unfortunately, I managed to lose that “list”, but I can share

AntR recovery tip: As soon as you get back home, a small glass of red wine and a bit of
cheese while in the shower.

ChrisE: Mate, I quit Audax.

MarkR: nutrition tip: sausage roll, meat pie, bacon & egg burger and glazed donut. Ticks
all the important food groups.

So there we are boys and girls, another rollicking adventure finished. Thanks Dino; and
mend quickly Lindsay.


